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Dear Families and Friends of the 526th Brigade Support Battalion,Dear Families and Friends of the 526th Brigade Support Battalion,  
  

The Soldiers of the 526The Soldiers of the 526thth  Brigade Support Battalion con-Brigade Support Battalion con-

tinue to make a difference in Zharay, Arghandab, and Mai-tinue to make a difference in Zharay, Arghandab, and Mai-

wand Districts within Afghanistan as we enter our 5wand Districts within Afghanistan as we enter our 5 thth  

month of this deployment.  Our battalion is designed to month of this deployment.  Our battalion is designed to 

provide support for six battalions within a Brigade Combat provide support for six battalions within a Brigade Combat 

Team (BCT); currently our Soldiers are providing support Team (BCT); currently our Soldiers are providing support 

to eight U.S. battalions and nine Afghanistan kandaks to eight U.S. battalions and nine Afghanistan kandaks 

(battalions) (battalions) ––  nearly 12,000 Soldiers.  This is all possible nearly 12,000 Soldiers.  This is all possible 

because of the outstanding Soldiers within this battalion. because of the outstanding Soldiers within this battalion. 

The dedication, determination and professionalism demon-The dedication, determination and professionalism demon-

strated by our Soldiers is evident every day. You should be strated by our Soldiers is evident every day. You should be 

justifiably proud of their efforts and performance. Day in justifiably proud of their efforts and performance. Day in 

and day out, Performance Soldiers are conducting combat and day out, Performance Soldiers are conducting combat 

logistics patrols to deliver supplies; providing maintenance logistics patrols to deliver supplies; providing maintenance 

for vehicles, weapons, and radios, and providing lifefor vehicles, weapons, and radios, and providing life--saving saving 

medical care to Soldiers and Afghanistan civilians.   We medical care to Soldiers and Afghanistan civilians.   We 

partner every day with our Afghanistan counterparts in the 5partner every day with our Afghanistan counterparts in the 5 thth  Kandak.  5Kandak.  5thth  Kandak was established in June Kandak was established in June 

and is beginning to make strides in providing combat service support to the Afghanistan forces.  The Soldiers and is beginning to make strides in providing combat service support to the Afghanistan forces.  The Soldiers 

of the 526of the 526thth  Brigade Support Battalion, and the entire 2d BCT, realize the long term success of this region is Brigade Support Battalion, and the entire 2d BCT, realize the long term success of this region is 

for the Afghanistan forces to stand up and take responsibility for their country.  They are not ready to take for the Afghanistan forces to stand up and take responsibility for their country.  They are not ready to take 

the lead just yet, but through the efforts of all Strike Soldiers, Afghanistan forces grow the lead just yet, but through the efforts of all Strike Soldiers, Afghanistan forces grow 

stronger and better prepared each and every day. Please know the Soldiers of this battal-stronger and better prepared each and every day. Please know the Soldiers of this battal-

ion stand ready to execute any mission and demonstrate that we are ion stand ready to execute any mission and demonstrate that we are ––  BEST BY PER-BEST BY PER-

FORMANCE!! FORMANCE!!   

  
    LTC Tom SpenardLTC Tom Spenard  

    Performance 6Performance 6  

33  

A Message From LTC Thomas Spenard A Message From LTC Thomas Spenard 

LTC Spenard greets GEN Petraeus upon arrival to FOB Wilson 
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A Message From CSM Thomas Kelly A Message From CSM Thomas KellyA Message From CSM Thomas Kelly  

     Getcha Mind Right 526 Families and Friends, once again the Best by Performance Team displays their resil-

iency and will to win this fight. We have been very busy partnering with our Afghan National Army (ANA) coun-

terparts and providing the best logistical support to the BCT.  We're definitely winning the fight and training our 

ANA counterparts to stand on their own and take a leading role in combating the enemy.  In the interim, we 

will continue to provide assistance until they are prepared to defend and protect their country. 

     Since the last newsletter, we have made a seamless transition into a new Battalion Tactical Operations Cen-

ter (TOC).  Our new TOC is a permanent structure built by a Navy Construction Battalion.  Prior to our new 

building, we were able to sustain and rough it out for approximately three months.  Our S6 has been doing  re-

markable things.  Their mission during our period of transition was to reestablish communication within an hour 

and a half of shutting down. 1LT Carissa Johnson and her crew, operating like a NASCAR pit crew, met and ex-

ceeded their goal of an hour and a half. Not only did they complete the mission, but communication was rees-

tablished within one hour and fifteen minutes.  The crew used meticulous precision to ensure the job was done 

right.  Our newly constructed building allows the entire command group to operate from one central location.  

The S3, headed by CPT Eric Shumpert and SFC Dennis Huffstutler, continues to improve the foxhole of the Bat-

talion TOC. 

     Performance Soldiers play a vital role in the success of the recent troop surge in Afghanistan. Today, we are 

at the helm of operations, facilitating the support packages for all units under the 2BCT, 101ST Airborne Divi-

sion footprint.  Whether it's conducting Combat Logistics Patrols, training our Afghan partners, or creating jobs 

for the local population, our Soldiers continue to contribute to the future of a better Afghanistan.  They are the 

best at what they do and their professionalism is unmatched. We are busy and each day presents new chal-

lenges, yet we continue to ensure that safety is integrated in 

what we plan, coordinate, and execute. 

     Our way of life here in Afghanistan is constantly improving.  

Families, your support is extremely important. The Soldiers 

cannot do their job without you. Know how thankful and 

appreciative we are for what you do maintaining the home 

front while we are deployed. The strength of our Soldiers 

comes from the strength of their families. Your sacrifice, sup-

port, and love are at the very core of what keeps our Army 

strong.  As the weather prepares to change from fall to winter, 

take the necessary steps to ensure you are prepared. From win-

terizing the home to servicing your vehicles, plan ahead and at-

tempt to avoid future complications. In closing, I would like to 

thank each and every Soldier in this command for your hard 

work, selfless service and dedication.  Special thanks to Alpha 

Company, the muscle of our operation; the Mad Bulls of Bravo 

Company, the Quality Control (QC) of all maintenance; the 

Blackhearts of Charlie Company, by far, the best Role II 

Medical Facility in country; and HHC. By itself can be a 

tough monster.  But we have the right leadership to 

Stand Tall in any situation and weather the storm. 

Thank you all for „having your Mind Right‟. 

 

CSM Thomas J. Kelly Jr. 

Performance 7 
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Local Afghanistan Nationals take a break after a day of filling sandbags that 

will be used to help secure Forward Operating Base Wilson 55  

Local Afghans help Secure FOB Wilson Local Afghans help Secure FOB WilsonLocal Afghans help Secure FOB Wilson  

MAJ Michael Post assists 2LT Jered Collins as he counts Afghani money 

to pay local workers 

Helping the people of Afghanistan fight off 

the Taliban takes more than just training 

the Afghan National Army.  Afghanistan 

citizens are in need of jobs that will help 

them earn a living the right way.  526th 

BSB helps local Afghanistan teenagers and 

adults earn money by hiring them to fill 

sandbags that will be used to assist with 

force protection.  It may not be a six fig-

ure salary, but this type of temporary em-

ployment is a step in the right direction.  
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CPT Aaron Turner has taken command of Golf Company, 526th Forward Support Company.  CPT Turner 

accepted the guidon from CPT Robert Kinney on 15 September 2010.  Golf Company is attached to           

1-320th Field Artillery Battalion which is currently located at Command Outpost Jelawur in the Zhari Dis-

trict of Southern Afghanistan.     

CPT Aaron Turner Takes Command CPT Aaron Turner Takes Command 

LTC David Flynn passes the guidon to CPT Robert Kinney during the change of command LTC David Flynn passes the guidon to CPT Robert Kinney during the change of command 

ceremony.  CPT Kinney relinquished command to CPT Aaron Turner.ceremony.  CPT Kinney relinquished command to CPT Aaron Turner.  

Pictured LPictured L--R: CPT Aaron Turner, LTC R: CPT Aaron Turner, LTC 

David Flynn, 1SG Tracey Martin and David Flynn, 1SG Tracey Martin and 

CPT Robert Kinney.CPT Robert Kinney.  

Chaplain’s Corner Chaplain’s Corner 
Greetings Performance Families,Greetings Performance Families,  

  
We're over 1/3 done with the deployment! While there are many challenges still ahead, it's good to know We're over 1/3 done with the deployment! While there are many challenges still ahead, it's good to know 

that we've already gotten such a big chunk of the year behind us. Your continuous love and prayers for us that we've already gotten such a big chunk of the year behind us. Your continuous love and prayers for us 

have made a huge difference, and we are extremely grateful for everything you do to support this historic have made a huge difference, and we are extremely grateful for everything you do to support this historic 

mission in Kandahar Province. Each day I circulate to our company areas to spend time with your Soldiers mission in Kandahar Province. Each day I circulate to our company areas to spend time with your Soldiers 

and I can tell you that their morale is high and their actions are nothing short of heroic. It has been a great and I can tell you that their morale is high and their actions are nothing short of heroic. It has been a great 

honor and privilege to serve alongside them and to provide for their religious and spiritual needs. In Sep-honor and privilege to serve alongside them and to provide for their religious and spiritual needs. In Sep-

tember, we began a new Bible study and a Saturday night worship tember, we began a new Bible study and a Saturday night worship 

service to better accommodate Performance Soldiers at our battal-service to better accommodate Performance Soldiers at our battal-

ion chapel. We also now have a separate UMT office which allows ion chapel. We also now have a separate UMT office which allows 

for Soldiers to stop by and speak in private. Please for Soldiers to stop by and speak in private. Please 

continue to lift us up in prayer, and know that we continue to lift us up in prayer, and know that we 

are doing the same for you. Many blessings!are doing the same for you. Many blessings!  

  

Chaplain Dana KrullChaplain Dana Krull  

66  
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526th Purple Hearts awarded by526th Purple Hearts awarded by  

General George Casey General George Casey 

and and   

General David Petraeus General David Petraeus   

General David Petraeus, Commander of the NATO International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and 

U.S. Forces Afghanistan (USFOR-A), paid a visit to Forward Operating Base Wilson Thursday, 7 October.  

Immediately upon arrival, General Petraeus attended an awards ceremony where he took the opportunity 

to say thanks as he pinned the Purple Heart on three Soldiers from 526th Brigade Support Battalion and 

other Soldiers throughout the 2nd Brigade Combat 

Team.  From left to right above, WO1 Lamonte Jones, 

SFC Lonnie Gabriel and SGT MJ Johnson were all 

awarded the Purple Heart for injuries sustained when a 

rocket propelled grenade hit the Supply Support Activ-

ity on 22 August 2010.   

 
SGT Michael Turner was also awarded the Purple 

Heart .  Chief of Staff of the Army, General George W. 

Casey, was on hand to present him the award on 12 

October.  SGT Turner was hit by indirect fire while at-

tached to 3rd Brigade, 2nd Stryker Cavalry Regiment at 

Combat Outpost Terminator.   

77  

WO1 Lamonte Jones, 1SG Lonnie Gabriel and SSG MJ Johnson receive the Purple Heart from GEN David Petraeus. WO1 Lamonte Jones, 1SG Lonnie Gabriel and SSG MJ Johnson receive the Purple Heart from GEN David Petraeus.   
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1SG Lonnie Gabriel and SPC Juan Cerda hook a 20-foot 

container to a Chinook bound for Outpost Gold. 

88  
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Standing below a 32,000 Standing below a 32,000 pound Chinook, 1SG Lonnie Gabriel and SPC Juan Cerda pound Chinook, 1SG Lonnie Gabriel and SPC Juan Cerda 

wait patiently as the helicopter wait patiently as the helicopter gets close enough to hook in the 12,000 pound gets close enough to hook in the 12,000 pound 

container full of material for an obscontainer full of material for an observationervation  post bound for Outpost Goldpost bound for Outpost Gold.  This .  This 

sling load operation is one of several missions sling load operation is one of several missions Alpha Company, Alpha Company, 526th BSB con-526th BSB con-

ducts in order to ensure each Forward Operating ducts in order to ensure each Forward Operating BaseBase  (FOB) and Combat Out-(FOB) and Combat Out-

post (COP) outside of FOB Wilson receives the suppost (COP) outside of FOB Wilson receives the suppliesplies  needed to remain secure needed to remain secure 

and self sustaining.  Other items that were carrieand self sustaining.  Other items that were carriedd  off by off by the 101st Aviation Bri-the 101st Aviation Bri-

gade were two cargo nets filled with supplies and gade were two cargo nets filled with supplies and a Bobcata Bobcat.     .       

  
Alpha Company conducts sling load operations on average three times a week.  Alpha Company conducts sling load operations on average three times a week.  

Supplies that are sent to outlying locations include food, water, ammunition, build-Supplies that are sent to outlying locations include food, water, ammunition, build-

ing materials and vehicles.  Battalions throughout the 2nd Brigade Combat ing materials and vehicles.  Battalions throughout the 2nd Brigade Combat 

Team’s Area of Responsibility rely heavily on these supplies.  Because the roads in Team’s Area of Responsibility rely heavily on these supplies.  Because the roads in 

Afghanistan can be difficult to pass with the amount of supplies being pushed out, Afghanistan can be difficult to pass with the amount of supplies being pushed out, 

sling load operations take place day and night, ensuring the units receive sup-sling load operations take place day and night, ensuring the units receive sup-

plies quickly and safely.  plies quickly and safely.    
99  

Alpha Company Road Warriors conduct 

Sling Load Operations 
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Dear Friends and Family of the Mad Bulls,Dear Friends and Family of the Mad Bulls,  

  
          Your Soldiers have been doing great things supporting STRIKE Brigade‟s mission.  Time keeps moving by, and we Your Soldiers have been doing great things supporting STRIKE Brigade‟s mission.  Time keeps moving by, and we 

are now done with four months of the deployment.  In the last month, the Soldiers have continued to improve the are now done with four months of the deployment.  In the last month, the Soldiers have continued to improve the 

functionality and look of the motor pool, so that we can accomplish all maintenance with a high degree of proficiency.  functionality and look of the motor pool, so that we can accomplish all maintenance with a high degree of proficiency.  

Recently, we built a Combined US/ANA Company Command Post (CP), so that our partnership efforts with the Af-Recently, we built a Combined US/ANA Company Command Post (CP), so that our partnership efforts with the Af-

ghan Army are well coordinated.  Our Warrant Officers helped build the floor of the tent, and WO1 Moehl has con-ghan Army are well coordinated.  Our Warrant Officers helped build the floor of the tent, and WO1 Moehl has con-

tinued to assist with building all of the furniture inside the CP.  Overall, it looks great and is functional for both the tinued to assist with building all of the furniture inside the CP.  Overall, it looks great and is functional for both the 

ANA and US leadership.  The various sections of the company have continued to expertly maintain the Brigade‟s equip-ANA and US leadership.  The various sections of the company have continued to expertly maintain the Brigade‟s equip-

ment.  The motor pool has become a very busy place, with Bravo Company, BSTB maintenance section, civilian me-ment.  The motor pool has become a very busy place, with Bravo Company, BSTB maintenance section, civilian me-

chanics, and RM Asia, a contract maintenance company for the ANA, all occupying space that was designed for just us.  chanics, and RM Asia, a contract maintenance company for the ANA, all occupying space that was designed for just us.  

Your Soldiers have done an outstanding job working with all of the entities to make the mission happen.Your Soldiers have done an outstanding job working with all of the entities to make the mission happen.  
          The Soldiers have also continued to train our Afghan Army counterparts.  We have begun to integrate them into The Soldiers have also continued to train our Afghan Army counterparts.  We have begun to integrate them into 

our daily maintenance operations in order to give them more handsour daily maintenance operations in order to give them more hands--on learning.  The language and cultural differences on learning.  The language and cultural differences 

are always a challenge, but I‟ve been extraordinarily pleased with the Soldiers‟ attitudes towards those differences, their are always a challenge, but I‟ve been extraordinarily pleased with the Soldiers‟ attitudes towards those differences, their 

willingness to learn Dari and be open to working with the Afghan Army Soldiers.  In an effort to further foster camara-willingness to learn Dari and be open to working with the Afghan Army Soldiers.  In an effort to further foster camara-

derie with our counterparts, we had a combined cookout and played sports with them.  A good time was had by all, derie with our counterparts, we had a combined cookout and played sports with them.  A good time was had by all, 

and it was a welcomed break from the norm.and it was a welcomed break from the norm.  
          As always, I thank all of you for your support of the Soldiers of Bravo Company.  Your wellAs always, I thank all of you for your support of the Soldiers of Bravo Company.  Your well--wishes from home and wishes from home and 

care packages mean so much to the Soldiers.  Thank you for all that you do.  care packages mean so much to the Soldiers.  Thank you for all that you do.    

  

          CPT Fleischmann and 1SG TaylorCPT Fleischmann and 1SG Taylor  

From the Command Teams...From the Command Teams...  

Dear Friends and Family of Road Warriors,Dear Friends and Family of Road Warriors,  

 

 
Another exciting month has passed and the Road Warriors continue to set the stage in Kandahar, Afghanistan.  The 

company has travelled over 3,400 miles, completing over 80 missions throughout Afghanistan in support of Strike Sol-

diers.  The Alpha Company area of responsibility has recently expanded and the distribution platoons now deliver sup-

plies to six Forward Operating Bases in southern Afghanistan.  The hard work and dedication of the Alpha Company 

Soldiers has resulted in a Brigade Combat Team fully equipped and ready to take the fight to the enemy. 
     The Supply Support Activity (SSA) has doubled in size in order to meet the ever growing customer base and almost 

endless supply of materials.  Construction is also underway at a feverish pitch to complete the Ammunition Transfer 

and Holding Point (ATHP).  These two facilities are vital to the success of Task Force Strike and the Soldiers of Alpha 

Company are leading the way in seeing these two missions through to a successful completion. 
     The Road Warriors continue to partner with the 5th Kandak , 3rd Corps of the Afghan National Army.  The ANA 

leadership has moved into the Alpha Company Command Post in an effort to plan and execute joint missions.  In Dari, 

the expression used to describe our partnership with the ANA is “Shonna ba Shonna” (shoulder to shoulder).  It is 

essential that the company be able to train our Afghan counterparts to such a level that they are capable of executing 

in our absence.  This is imperative to the build up and creation of an Afghan National Army capable of assuming our 

current mission. 
     We received our newest members of the Road Warrior family: SSG Daniel Smalls, SSG Lee Maertz, SSG Carl 

Anderson, PFC Eric Serkosky and PFC Jason Geis.  We are extremely excited about welcoming these Soldiers to the 

Road Warrior team.  In recent weeks, we had the pleasure of promoting PFC Loretta Hinojos, PFC Jason Geis, and 

PFC Jacob King.  The performance of your loved ones is second to none and you should be extremely proud of them.  

Their tireless work ethic, courage and dedication to duty have been extremely impressive.  They are absolutely  living 

up to the long and storied history of the 101st Airborne Division.  On behalf of a grateful command team, thank you 

for your sacrifices. 

 

     CPT Stephen Land and 1SG Lonnie Gabriel 1010  

From the Command Teams...From the Command Teams...  
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     Greetings families!  The month of October was busy for the 

67 Soldiers in Charlie Company. The “Blackhearts” continued to 

provide Health Service Support to the Strike Brigade while build-

ing and improving systems for the company.    
     The Headquarters Platoon focused on developments to the 

Company Command Post, conducted general supply activities, 

orderly room transactions, preventive medicine checks and ser-

vices, and ran the Brigade Medical Supply office.  SSG Raymond 

Pittman and SGT Michael Bennett built walls, floors, and wood 

structures for the Medical treatment Facility (MTF) and company 

workspace. They are also working on a wounded warrior tent 

and company MWR center.  PFC Jesenia Ramirez has been busy 

in running the orderly room and SPC Farah Lopez and SGT Cyd-

ney Aguas keep the supply room running efficiently.  The Treat-

ment Platoon worked to train the 5th kandak (battalion) Afghan 

National Army medics in addition to their normal duties.  SPC 

David Abrams and CPL Brandon Lucas, company X-ray techni-

cians, assisted medical providers with several diagnostic or X-ray 

services and SSG Carlos Acosta ran the laboratory and conducted blood tests with a medical machine called the 

ISTAT.  SSG Acosta also made signs for the MTF and paint markings on the helicopter landing zone for MEDEVAC air-

craft.   SGT Ramsey Mathews and SGT Robert Ulrick finished the initial phase of the Afghan Training Program which 

covered skill level one tasks similar to what 68W (Army Medics ) are trained on during Advanced Individual Training.  

They were the primary instructors along with SPC Jason Eller and PFC Steven Deutschman who taught both classroom 

instruction and hands on training to ANA medics. The next phase of the program includes teaching more advanced 

skills which will allow more time with Charlie Company medics and opportunities for Afghan medics to provide treat-

ment to their own Soldiers.  
PFC George Grace and SPC Nicole Gallagher, both medics from the Evacuation Platoon, spent time preparing 

the armored MAXPRO ground ambulances for Alpha Company convoy missions.  All medics in the evacuation platoon 

are on a rotational schedule that covers a diverse set of missions consisting of medical support for daily distribution 

convoys to forward bases, ambulance transport on FOB Wilson, and hasty ground evacuation of injured Soldiers to the 

Level III hospital in Kandahar. The evacuation medics are becoming multifunctional experts as both combat Soldiers and 

professional health care specialists.  
 Finally, this month is the progression of the ANA medical training program.  The program thus far has proved 

to be a success as the ANA medics expand their knowledge in basic first responder trauma care and learn clinical pro-

cedures by training at the medical facility.  The ANA medics are evaluated by C/526 medical staff.  The company lead-

ership meets with the ANA leadership multiple times during the week to discuss the training program and plan future 

training events.  Charlie Company also recognized the cultural celebration of Eid with the Afghan Army by visiting them 

for a luncheon feast and celebration.   We received special recognition by the ANA Corps Surgeon General, COL Mo-

hammed Hakim.  COL Hakim says it‟s the best training program he has seen in three years and the best medical facility 

set up he has ever seen.  

 The Soldiers are enjoying the care packages from home. Thanks so much and continue to send them.   We also 

received pictures from the FRG gathering last month and greeting videos from the families.  Special congratulations to 

the following Soldiers that were promoted during October: 1LT Jose Santiago, PFC David Maxwell, PFC Sophi Hayes, 

PV2 Patrick Mong, and PV2 Benjamin Close. C/526 also has the following Soldiers with birthday‟s during the month of 

October: SGT Michael Bennett , PV2 Benjamin Close, PV2 Joshua Cortez, SPC Linda Toledo, and SPC Kyrstie Valen-

tino.  Special thanks to the Family Readiness Group (FRG) and FRG Leader Mrs. Tori Cowden for assisting with coor-

dination for the FRG meetings and taking care of the family members on the home front!  Blackhearts!     

       CPT Jess Christiansen and 1SG Rodney Cowden 

COL Arthur Kandarian looks on as PFC Robert Collett assists 

two 5th Kandak Medics with treatment on their Brigade Com-

mander, COL Murtaza. 

1111  
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September was a month of great progress and accomplishment for the Company!  Leaders and Soldiers all 

kept busy with continuing building our area, moving into our new Battalion Joint Operations Center and 

Company Command Posts with our Afghan National Army counterparts while also providing critical support 

to the Battalion and Brigade. Everyone‟s efforts have contributed greatly at every level of the company‟s suc-

cess.  Each month had been vastly different as the Battalion‟s area becomes greatly improved – thanks to the 

hard work of new talented carpenters in the company.  Football season has started and we were able to get 

Armed Forces Network systems up and running just in time to energize the healthy competition of College 

and NFL team rivalry.  The weather is cooling off and Soldiers are appreciating the relief from the heat. Early 

in September, leaders joined our Afghan Army counterparts in celebrating Eid ul-Fitr, a Muslim holiday mark-

ing of the end of Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting. The Eid was a festivity ending the fast, and like most 

holidays we celebrate, meant a lot of food! Working with the Afghan National Army Soldiers and Officers 

has allowed Soldiers and Officers in HHC to learn a lot about the culture and religion of Afghanistan. 
Congratulations and Farewell to CPT Aaron Turner who moved on to take Company Command of Golf For-

ward Support Company, under 1-320th Battalion. Best of luck to a successful command! 

Thank you to the families and friends at home that continue to provide us strength and support. 

 

     CPT Mei-ling Fye and 1SG Dionne Sanders 

Greetings from Stand Tall Greetings from Stand Tall 

1212  
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Soldier SpotlightSoldier Spotlight  

1313  

Soldier of the MonthSoldier of the Month  
  

Specialist Daniel Crews earned the title “Soldier of the Month” during the Specialist Daniel Crews earned the title “Soldier of the Month” during the 

month of October for his outstanding performance during the Soldier of the month of October for his outstanding performance during the Soldier of the 

Month Board.  Specialist Crews is a 27D Paralegal Specialist assigned to HHC, Month Board.  Specialist Crews is a 27D Paralegal Specialist assigned to HHC, 

526th BSB S1 section. 526th BSB S1 section.   
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526th BSB conducts Joint Operations 526th BSB conducts Joint Operations 

with 5th Kandak CSSBwith 5th Kandak CSSB  
With the completion of the Combined Tactical Operations 

Center (CTOC), 526th BSB is moving full speed ahead with 

their partnership with 5th Combat Service Support Kandak 

(Battalion), 3rd Brigade, 205th Corps.  Combined, 526th 

BSB and 5th Kandak support 17 battalions throughout the 

Combined Task Force Strike Area of Operations (AO). 

The partnership involves education in many of the areas a 

Soldier requires like using a computer, proper Cardiopul-

monary Resuscitation (CPR) procedures and conducting 

convoys on the battlefield.  Both American and Afghan units 

are receiving the supplies needed to conduct combat op-

erations due to this combined effort.   

 
Working closely or shoulder to shoulder with the Soldiers 

of the 5th Kandak is already paying dividends.  During the 

month of August, 526th and 5th Kandak began conducting joint Combat Update Briefs and solidifying train-

ing.  5th Kandak began conducting their own resupply missions thanks to Alpha Company and ordering sup-

plies  needed by their sister battalions.  Bravo Company is teaching classes on maintaining vehicles and other 

equipment.  Charlie Company‟s training is a huge success with Afghan Soldiers really taking an active roll in 

providing medical aid to Afghan Soldiers.  The battalion staff is working closely with their counterparts to 

provide assistance and guidance on each section‟s mission 

 
Working with the 5th Kandak is exciting and a very new experience for some of the Soldiers, NCO‟s and 

Officers of 526th BSB.  Although only a handful of the 5th Kandak Soldiers speak English, interpreters are 

always available to maintain communications during combined training events and briefings.   The Soldiers of 

5th Kandak are experiencing a new way of doing business for the Afghan National Army.  Every unit, every 

section and every staff member in 526th is actively engaged in ensuring the 5th Kandak is capable of standing 

on it‟s own once 2nd Brigade Combat Team redeploys. 

Commanders and Battalion Staff conduct a combined Combat 

Update Brief in the new battalion conference room. 

526th BSB is constantly improving living and work space on Logistics 

Support Area Performance.  With the Tactical Operations Center 

now fully operational, the focus is now on our new Morale, Welfare 

and Recreation (MWR) Center.  Currently, the closest MWR is a 10 

minute walk, and with the Soldiers busy schedules, not many have the 

opportunity to use it.  The new MWR Center is located in the LSA 

and offers a movie room with stadium seating and will soon have a 

computer and phone center.   

Improving the Quality of Life on LSA Improving the Quality of Life on LSA 

PerformancePerformance  
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